Abstract-This article introduces generalized form of extension definition of the Fuzzy set and its complement in the sense of reference function namely in imprecise set and its complement. Discuss Partial presence of element, Membership value of an imprecise number in the normal and subnormal imprecise numbers. Further on the basis of reference function define usual matrix into imprecise form with new notation. And with the help of maximum and minimum operators, obtain some new matrices like reducing imprecise matrices, complement of reducing imprecise matrix etc. Along with discuss some of the classical matrix properties which are hold good in the imprecise matrix also. Further bring out examples of application of the addition of imprecise matrices, subtraction of imprecise matrices etc. in the field of transportation problems.
where ∅ and Ω are empty and universal set respectively are not hold good in the definition of Zadeh [1] . In the other word the universal set is the largest set of consideration set. Then how a one membership can be common in both the set and its complement set or why the union of membership and non membership set do not equal to universal set? We feel like there something is missing, because of that only it happen. The reason behind such a claim can be contributed to the fact of complement definition Zadeh for the fuzzy membership function defined by
By the help of this complement definition and the intersection and union of two fuzzy sets A and B defined by, ∩ = min { 1 ( ), 2 ( )}, and (3) ∪ = max { 1 ( ), 2 ( )}, where 1 ( ) and 2 ( ) are the membership functions of the fuzzy sets A and B really give rises to the result of intersection and union of fuzzy set and its complement is not a null set and the universal set respectively. In the universal graph composition of any classical set tells element of the complement part of the set never be included in the set and reversely the element of the set cannot be included in the complement of its set. In the same way we claim that membership functions of a set and its complement are not same that can be common in both the sets. On this fact the article bring up examples so that we can compare the complement definition of Zadeh and the extension definition called new complement definition of Baruah. This definition has been developed by different individuals to bring up many papers and articles in the various field of mathematics since 1965. We claim that the problems which are solved by the complement definition of Zadeh occur error due to some partial element is skipped in the complement definition. So rectification would be done in the new complement definition of Baruah such that we can get more accurate result. Further to look into some practical problem in the field of transportation which is obtained in the form of Fuzzy matrices that can be written in the imprecise form by the help of definition of Baruah [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , this article comes out.
The rest of article organized as follows: Section II deals with definition of imprecise number, normal imprecise number and its complement, partial presence, membership function, membership value. Section III deals with the definition of imprecise matrices, new matrix called reducing imprecise matrices, determinant, transpose, identity, null of imprecise matrices and their complement with applications and examples. Section IV deals arithmetic operations of imprecise matrices and their existence of properties and applications. Finally section V goes to the conclusion.
II. DEFINITIONS
The articles of Baruah [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] explain how the definition of Zadeh violates the theory of union and intersection of classical set and Boolean algebra and justified them with counter examples and suggest to rectify it some partial element is necessary for inclusion and exclusion to the complement definition of Zadeh.
A. Imprecise Number: Imprecise number is a closed interval = [ , , ] is divided into closed sub-intervals with the partial presence of element in both the intervals.
B. 
With a constant reference function 0 in the entire real line. 
Here, the imprecise number would be characterized by { , ( ), 0 ∶ ∈ } , R being the real line. For any real line, 0 ≤ 1 ( ) ≤ 2 ( ) ≤ 1 normal and subnormal imprecise number will be characterized in common, { , 1 ( ), 2 ( ): ∈ }, where 1 ( ) is called membership function measured from the reference function 2 ( ) and ( 1 ( ) − 2 ( )) is called the membership value of the indicator function.
Here, the number is normal imprecise number when membership value of indicator function ( ) is equal to 1 otherwise subnormal if not equal to 1. Moreover it can be said that the universal set if the membership value of ( ) equal to 1 and null or empty set if equal to 0. E. Complement: For a normal imprecise number N= { , ( ), 0 ∶ ∈ } as defined above, the complement = { , 1, ( ): ∈ will have constant presence level indicator function equal to 1, the reference function being ( ) for −∞ < < ∞ Let us consider a curve defined in the closed universal set Ω
Where the universal set comprises of membership function ( ) and the non-membership functions 
and
We claim that the theory of intersection and union of classical set are hold good by the definitions of imprecise number and its complement defined above. For this reason we consider a graph of surface having rectangular shape of dram filled with half portion of water. So the empty portion also becomes half. The filled of water and the empty portions are the membership value and reference value respectively. Here portion of dram filled with water is indicated by dark region and unfilled portion by white region. 
which is a non-empty common region value of the fuzzy set and its complement set.
And
(not universal set) (9) That is the combine region of the fuzzy set and its complement set. But the inclusion of ) . So by the definition of union and intersection of imprecise set defined by Baruah we can obtained,
which gives membership value, (
) =0 to form an empty set.
And
(
which gives membership value, 1-0=1 to form the universal set.
Let us consider another example of dram of oil filled with This cannot be the membership value of the complementary set as the usual value must be 
which is not a null set as the membership value does not equal to zero. And
which is not the universal set as the membership values is not equal to one.
But according to the definition of imprecise number, the membership value of the imprecise set 
is ( 
whose membership value is (1 − 0) = 1 to form a universal set.
Further it can be verified that the following properties of classical sets are satisfied by the definition of imprecise sets A, B and C: (1) Idempotent Laws:
III. IMPRECISE MATRICES
It is concerned that many of our problems are in the form of matrix that has been discussed with the definition of classical matrices. But these are not overcome our real life problem as our day to day life problems are very much related with fuzzy concept. Matrix with real entries in [1, 0] and the matrix operations defined by fuzzy logical operations of reference functions are called imprecise matrices. All the imprecise matrices are classical matrix but every classical matrix are not imprecise matrix. Fuzzy matrices are first time introduced by Thomson who discussed more details in the Convergence of Power of Fuzzy Matrices [9] . Based on reference function Dhar has also proposed fuzzy matrices in the articles [6] , [7] , [8] . Here, all the elements of imprecise matrix are imprecise number and are measured form 0 and the elements of its compliment are measured from 1. Though the imprecise number is characterized by, { , ( ), 0 ∶ ∈ } , for convenient of writing the elements of the imprecise matrix are written in the form of order pair ( ( ), 0) , where 
where all the elements of matrix are individually imprecise numbers having membership values measured from the reference function of value zero. So, imprecise matrix of order 2 is denoted by ( ) = [( , 0)] 2×2 In general ( ) = [( , 0)] × is imprecise matrix of order × , where m and n are the row and column of the imprecise matrix respectively.
Example-Suppose a bus is moving to provide daily necessary foods to the three different locations namely center 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Bus capacity of proving services are such a way that total 100% and when at the centre 1 is 40% ,then its capacity of services at the center 2 and 3 are 30% and 30%, when at the center 2 is 30%, then its capacity at the center 1 and 3 are 35% and 35%, when at the center 3 is 20% ,then its capacity at the center 1 and 2 are 40% and 40% respectively. Which nothing but a transportation problem and the conditions, allocation of services at the center 1, 2 and 3 are the square imprecise matrix of order 3.
Here, 
where all the elements of complement of imprecise matrix are individually imprecise number measured from 1(one). For example
is the complement of imprecise matrix of
Which may be explained when a bus has not capable of providing service 70% at the center 1, there is 50% chances at the center 2. Similarly if bus not provides service at the center 1 is 30%, their chance at the centre 2 is 40%, where the conditions and the allocations of the center 1nd 2 are imprecise form of square matrix of order 2. The values of the allocations or the elements of the imprecise matrix are the membership value of the imprecise number measured from the reference function of value 0 and the membership value of the complement imprecise matrix is measured from the reference function of value 1.Graphically, C. Reducing Imprecise Matrices: Reducing into smaller form of imprecise matrix by making minimum of all the elements of the matrix with respect to least element of that matrix is known as reducing matrix. It would be represented and defined by,
Where and are the smallest membership and reference functions of the imprecise matrix ( ) respectively,
So, its reducing imprecise becomes,
D. Multiplication of Imprecise Matrices: Multiplication of two imprecise matrices ( ) and ( ) will be represented and defined by, 
E. Identity Imprecise Matrices: Multiplicative identity imprecise matrix will be represented and defined by, 
is an identity of square imprecise matrix of order 2. F. Null Imprecise Matrix: Null matrix will be represented and defined by,
Example-Matrix, 
Where max ( 11 , 22 ) and max( 21 , 12 ) are not always equal, however for equal value of max can be expressed in common max ( 11 , 22 , 21 , 12 ) and the elements of determinant are the imprecise numbers measured from the reference function of value 0.
Thus Determinant of imprecise matrix of order three is written by, 
where final value of determinant can obtained taking maximum operator between two additive number and minimum operator between two subtractive numbers respectively. 
which is an imprecise number of membership value 0.3 I. Proposition: Complement of imprecise matrix is again an imprecise matrix.
be a square matrix of order 2, then its complement becomes
This is also an imprecise matrix of order two measured from the reference function of value 1. Arithmetic operations of imprecise matrix are the operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. These operations are expressed by the maximum and minimum operators of fuzzy sets which are introduced by M. Z. Ragab and E.G. Emam in their article [11] . Here, also these are discussed with new notation and definition to obtain possible definition and their properties with applications so as to study easier.
IV. ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS OF IMPRECISE MATRICES
A. Addition: Addition of two imprecise matrices ( ) and ( ) would be denoted and defined by
provided ( ) and ( ) are conformable for addition i.e. they are in same type, Where , , ′ are membership functions and reference functions of imprecise matrix ( ) and ( ) respectively.
Thus the maximum possibility that can provide services by the two objects same at different locations is the resultant of sum of the two matrices. 
Example-If
In physical significance, it is a transportation problem where two buses ( ) and ( ) are providing services at the same centre 1 and 2, in such a way that bus ( ) can provide service 40% at 2,when 50% at the centre 1 and 10% at 2, when 30% at the centre 1. Similarly bus ( ) can provide service 30% at 2 when 20% at the centre 1 and 70% at 2 when 30% at the centre 1. The maximum possibility of services at the centre 1 and 2 are 40% at 2 when 50% at 1 and 70% at 2 when30% at 1.
B. Proposition: Addition of two imprecise matrices is commutative. Proof: That is to prove that if ( ) and ( ) are imprecise complement matrices of ( ) and ( ) , then
Since the complement of imprecise matrix is again a imprecise matrix. So by the proposition 4.1 commutativity law hold good.
C. Substraction: Substraction of two imprecise matrices ( ) and ( ) would be defined by 
provided both the matrices are conformable for substraction. Where , and , ′ are membership and reference functions of imprecise matrices ( ) and ( ) respectively.
Thus the minimum possibility that can provide services by the two objects same at different locations is the resultant of subtraction of the two matrices. 
In physical significance, it is a transportation problem where two buses ( ) and ( ) are providing services at the same centre 1 and 2, in such a way that bus ( ) can provide service 30% at 2,when 20% at the centre 1 and 50% at 2, when 40% at the centre 1. Similarly bus ( ) can provide service 40% at 2 when 30% at the centre 1 and 10% at 2 when 20% at the centre 1. The minimum possibility of services at the centre 1 and 2 are 30% at 2 when 20% at 1 and 10% at 2 when20% at 1. D. Proposition: Subtraction of two imprecise matrices is commutative. 

